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DECISION AND ORDER NO. 151

On November 30, 1988, the Director of Commerce and Consumer Affairs ("Director") issued Decision and Order No. 135 which granted approval of a cable franchise renewal to provide cable communications services to Oceanic Cablevision, Inc. ("Oceanic") subject to the Terms and Conditions that were incorporated by reference therein. Subsequently, on December 30, 1988, the Director issued Decision and Order No. 137 which amended Decision and Order No. 135.

Upon review of a letter from Oceanic requesting extension of the filing deadline for the 450 MHz Upgrade plans and detailed supporting information specified in Section 4.1 of the Terms and Conditions of Decision and Order No. 135, the Director finds that the filing extension is due to unforeseen circumstances and is of sufficiently short duration that it would be in the public interest to approve Oceanic's request.

Accordingly, Section 4.1 of the Terms and Conditions of Decision and Order No. 135 is hereby amended and superseded by this Decision and Order. Except as amended by this Order, the provisions of Decision and Order No. 135 and the Terms and Conditions that were incorporated therein, and as amended by Decision and Order No. 137, are hereby ratified and approved and shall remain in full force and effect.
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby ordered that the Amended Terms and Conditions of Decision and Order No. 135, attached hereto and incorporated by reference shall reflect all terms and conditions of the franchise renewal approved in Decision and Order No. 135, and as amended by Decision and Order No. 137.


Robert A. Alm
Director of Commerce and Consumer Affairs
4.1 Fiber Optic Upgrade to 450 MHz System

(a) Oceanic shall construct, reconstruct, rebuild, reconfigure or upgrade its System to a minimum bandwidth of 450 MHz by December 31, 1988 and provide a minimum of sixty available Channels. Additionally, the entire fiber optic portion of this upgrade shall contain a minimum of four additional fibers which shall be reserved for future uses to be determined by the Director. For purposes of this section, this upgrade shall be referred to as the "450 MHz Upgrade."

(b) The State shall be responsible for the cost of maintenance and activation of the additional fibers in the event that the Director determines that these fibers shall be used for State purposes.

(c) No later than July 15, 1991, Oceanic shall submit to the Director for his approval a financial plan with detailed cost estimates, a detailed engineering plan, a proposed schedule for construction of the 450 MHz Upgrade and such other information as the Director deems necessary. The upgrade shall utilize fiber optic cable for all trunk and distribution lines and if commercially reasonable, extend to the homes.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing DECISION AND ORDER NO. 151 in Docket No. 29-88-01 was served upon the following parties at the addresses shown below by mailing the same, postage prepaid, on this 2nd day of July, 1991:

KEVIN S. C. CHANG, ESQ.
Watanabe, Ing & Kawashima
745 Fort Street
5th & 6th Floors
Honolulu, HI 96813

DON E. CARROLL
President
Oceanic Cablevision, Inc.
2669 Kilihau Street
Honolulu, HI 96819

Joyce E. Mikami
Secretary